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Abst rac t - -We derive asymptotic distributions of the OLS estimators of/~ and fl, as well as 
t-etatisties for the unit root test, H0 : ~ = 1 in the first-order autoregressive model Yt =/~+~Yt- 1 -{-ut, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The unlvariate autoregressive time series 
Yt = I~ + l~Yt-1 + ut, YO = O, ut "" White Noise (1) 
is stationary if and only if 1 - /~z  has no roots for Izl = 1. If, however, f~ = 1 and # = 0, 
process (1) reduces to a random walk. Tests of Dickey and Fuller [1] or Phillips and Perron [2] 
are commonly employed when testing for the presence of unit roots in univariate t ime series. 
Here, we generalize standard Dickey-Fuller unit root tests to the case where disturbances, ut, 
have an o-stable distribution. We follow the test strategy of Dickey and Fuller by assuming data 
generating process (1) with/z = 0 and consider the two Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions. 
CASE I. hy  t ---- f~Yt-1 q- ut. 
CASE II. Ayt  = I~ + l~Yt-1 + ut. 
We denote the t-statistics for the OLS f~-estimates in these two cases by ta and ta,u, respectively. 
Chan and Tran [3] investigated the limiting distribution of the OLS estimator of f~, f~, for 
Case I, when innovations are i.i.d, and in the domain of attraction of a stable law. Phillips [4] 
generalized the results to the case of weakly dependent errors. The analyses of those two studies 
assume a correctly specified model, i.e., Case I. 
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In this paper, we derive the asymptotic distributions of estimators 12and f~ and the t-statistics t~ 
and t~,,. We go beyond the work of Chan and Tran [3] and Phillips [4] by considering regression 
Case II, which is the more relevant case in applied work. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC  D ISTR IBUT IONS 
Suppose that ut are i.i.d, random variables (r.v.'s) in the domain of attraction of strictly stable 
r.v. (La(1)) with index 0 < a < 2 and that, if a = 1, LI(1) is a symmetric (Cauchy) stable r.v. 
Then, there exists positive constants an such that 
[nt] 
1 
Z ut -~4 La (t), in D[0, 1], (2) 
an t= l 
where a ,  = nl/~l(n) with l(n) being slowly varying function as n --* c~ and L~(t) is a Ldvy 
process with strictly stable increments. 
LEMMA 1. As n --* oo, 
1 [,t] 1 u~ -~ (La(t), [La](t)) in D[0,1] 2, (3) 
where [La] is the "square bracket" of the Ldvy process L~, t > O, 
I' [L.l(t) : = L~(t) - 2 L . ( s - )dL~(s ) ,  t >_ O, 
~ ~ (L~.(t,) - L~(t,-I - L . ( td [L . ( t , )  - L.(t,-)]), 
i 
(4) 
with (ti) being the points of jumps o/La(t)  on [0, t]. 
PROOF. Resnick [5] proved the functional relation (3) and described the limiting processes as 
a bivariate L~vy process (La(t),M=(t)) with Ldvy measure 5(.) = v{x : (x,x 2) 6 .}, where 
v((x, oo]) = px -a, x > O, p := limx--.oo(P(Ul > x))/(P(lull > x)), and v((-eo, x)) = (1 -p )  
Izl -a ,  x < 0. Since La has a ct~dl~g-version, we can view it as dutl~g-semimartingale; th n, from 
ItS's formula for semimarfingales, 
L~(t) = 2 Lo(s - )  dL,~(s) + ~ { [L~(t~) - L~(t~-)] - L~(t~)[L.(t~) - L.(t~-)]},  
where we sum over all La-jump points in [0,t]. Since L2a(t) d= 2foLa(s_)dL~(s ) + M(t), (see 
[3, Theorem 2(ii)]), the lemma follows, l 
In the next two theorems, we study the asymptotic behavior of/~ and the t-statistics under the 
null hypothesis/3 = 1. Though almost all of results can be easily extended to the case 0 < ~ _~ 1, 
we shall restrict ourselves to the case 1 < c~ < 2. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the first-order autoregressive process Yt =/3yt-, + ut, Yo = O, where ut 
are Lid. r.v's. Assume that (ut) are in the domain of attraction of a strictly (*-stable law La(1), 
a e (1, 2). 
(a) Then, under the null hypothesis/3 = 1, we have for OLS estimator 
= EL I  ~,y , -1  
n, 2 ' 
E t= l  Yt--1 
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the asymptotics 
n(a- ~) ~, Jo La(s-) dL~(s) 
f~ L2(s)ds 
where Ldvy process L~(s) is defined in (2). 
(b) Moreover, t-statistic 
~-1 
sa 
where 
admits the weak limit 
S~ ~ 2 2 
E t= l  Yt-1 
PROOF OF PART (a). This is Theorem 2(i) in [3]; see also [4]. 
PROOF OF PART (b). We start with the limiting behavior of sh 
~"]~t=l Y2-1 =: NOn~DEn. For DEn = ~-~.tn=l yt2_l, applying Lemma 1, we have DEn/na 2 w_~ 
f~ L~(s) as. As for the nominator, we shah use the limiting result for fl, in Part (a) and repre- 
sentation 
rt 2 n 
1~2-~ 2( /~_ l )  Zyt_ lu t+ 1( /~_1)  Z y2 ,  NO,  = ~ u~* - ~ n (5) 
t= l  t= l  t= l  
=: A ,  - B ,  + C,. 
By the representation, An = 1/n~t=l(ut/an)n 2 2 an and Lemma 1, (n/a2)An -~ [La](1). As for 
B.  (2/~)(t}-  1) " u =- E,--1Yt- ,  ,, we use (a), that is, n(f} - 1) w~ ga := fd L~ dLa/f~ L~ ds, 
to see that, as n --* c¢, (n2/a2)Bn 2+ 2Ka f~ L;  aL~. Similarly, as n --* oo, (n2/a2)C,~ w 
K~ f0 ~ L i  a.. Summ~=ing our r~ults for A.,  B. ,  a~d C~, we obt~n, as ~ ~ oo,(~/~.)YO. ~, 
[Ld0). 
Considering (NOn, DEn) as a bivariate process and arguing as above, we have, due to Lemma 1, 
n2s~ -L [Lah/ f :  L~ as. From this limiting result and (i), we see that t-statistic t~ = (~-  1)/s~ = 
(n(~ - 1))/ns~, has, as required, a weak limit given by 
IoLaaLo t~-~ 
V/[Lob £ L~ as 
| 
REMARK 1. NORMAL CASE. (See [6].) In the normal case, a = 2, Theorem 1 leads to n(/~ - 1) 
~.*/(2 := fo W(s) dW(s) / f :  W2(s) ds, where W is a Brownian motion, and 
- 1 ~ f~ w(~)aw(~) 
s~ ~/ f l  W2(s) d s 
THEOREM 2. Consider the first-order autoregressive process with constant, Yt = # +/~Y,-I + ut, 
and assume that ut are defined as in Theorem 1. Let ~ be the OLS estimator for f~, 
EL1 yL1 - 1/n (ZL1 y,-~)~ 
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Then, under the null hypothesis #= O, ~ = 1, n(~ - 1) ~ Na, where 
Na := f l  La(s-)  dLa(s) - La(1) f l  La(s)ds 
PROOF. We examine the limiting behavior of f~ in a similar fashion as in Theorem 1, " 
( 0) - g y , -  
~=1 (6/ 
t=l t=l 
That is, ~-  1 := (An -Bn)/Cn,  where An, Bn, and Cn are specified by the above representation. 
By the invariance principle (see Lemma 1), it follows that (1/a2)A~ w f~ La(s-)dLa(s). 
Similarly, we have (1/a~)Bn to La(1)f2 La(s)ds. Moreover, extending this argument to the 
bivariate case, we have (1/a2)(An, Bn) ~ (f :  La(s-)  dLa(s), La(1) f2 L,(s) ds), and therefore, 
(1/c2n2/a)(An - Bn) to f~ La(s-)  dLa(s) - La(1) f l  La(s) ds. By the invariance principle, we 
have, again, (1/na~)Cn ~, f2 L2~(s)ds - (f2 La(s) ds) 2. Considering all weak limiting results 
as being on "one probability space" (in other words, passing to the multivariate version of the 
invariance principle), we have, as required, n(f~ - 1) w ~ Na. | 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then, under the null hypothesis 
# = O, 13 = 1, the OLS estimator for #, 
Yt Et----1 Yt-1 -- Et----1 Yt-1 Et=l  Y*Yt-1 f~---- EL1  n 2 n n 
n )--~,=1 y~_ 1 n 2 " - (E ,= I  w-x )  
has the limiting behavior (n/an)# w Ma, where 
La(1) f l  L2(s)ds_ f~ La(s)ds f l  La(s-)dLa(s) 
Ma = 
PROOF. By definition 
= EL1  Yt EL1  y2-1 -- E~----1 Yt--1 (E tL1  YtYt- -1)  Dn 
n E~-----1 Y2-1 -- (E tL1  Yt-1) 2 := ~n '  
where Cn is defined as in the proof of Theorem 1 and 
nDn = Yt Y~-I - Y*-I YtY*-I • 
t-~ l t-~ l
We have already shown that Cn/can 1+2/a 2* f l  L2a(s) ds _ (f~ ia(s) ds)2. Note that 
t----1 t----1 t=l t----1 
n ~, n n 
and thus, 
= E Z y, _l - Z ,_I Z. ,y,_ I  
t=l t~l t=l t=l 
(cnl/a) sDn w La(1)folL~(s)2ds - ( fo I L..(s)ds) ( fo lLa(s - )dLa(s ) )  
Now, we are ready to evaluate the rate-of-convergence of/2, as n --* oo: 
Dn Dn/can 3/a can s/a 
f* = -~n = Cn/c2n 1+2/a × c2n 1+2/------~ m, Uac-n (1/a)-1. 
Thus, as desired, (1/c)12n 1-(l/a) w Ms. 
(~) 
| 
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COROLLARY I. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. 
esis I~ = O, ~ = 1, the t-statistic to, ~ = (~ - 1)/sh, with 
11. ~7=, (~,- ~ - j.,_,)~ 
- l l n  (Et=I ~/t-1) 
converges weakly, as n --* oo, to 
f l  L~dLa - La(1) f l  Lads 5"f~_~ L i ds 
2 NOn~DEn. By Lemma 1, PROOF. We start with the limiting behavior for sfi =: 
/o' na~ ' L~(s) ds -  La(s) ds . 
Using Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, we have, as n -~ oo, 
~-  l ~ l Na and fz ~, an Ma. 
n n 
Next, we look at the limiting behavior for NOn: 
(. (~) ) I:(, ( z )  )2 
NOn - -nl ,~-,]~t=l u2t- -n2D"utffi + -1  Yt-i + in-n t=l + -1  Yt-1 
=: .~. -  2B. + 0. .  
As in Theorem 1, we have (n la in ) f t r ,  ~ [La](1), 
I~ 2 _ L 1 ~B,  ~, MaLa(1) + Na La(s-) dLa 
and 
n 2 L 1 L 1 ~c.  --~ M~ + 2MaNa L~(s-) ds + Ma L~ ds. 
Summarizing the results for A~, Bn, and Cn, we have 
n n" I + C. - ILa](1). -~2nNOn = "~nAn - 2 Bn n n 
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Then, under the null hypoth- 
Returning to the limiting behavior of th = (/3 - 1/sh) = (n(~ - 1)/ns~), we have, by Theorem 2
and the asymptotic result for s~, as n --* oo, 
,., 
ILd~:I, VJo 
Therefore, extending the arguments for the bivariate process (DOn, DEn) and applying Lemma 1, 
we obtain 
n2s~ w [Lah 
1 2" f~ Lids-(fo La(s)ds) 
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